Round Hill Club

Position: 
Summer Intern

Course: 
Round Hill Club

City and State: 
Greenwich, Connecticut

Benefits
Wages: $13.00 hour + OT
On Site Housing & Meals
Golfing privilege
Intern's Scholarship
Uniforms

Contact
Assistant Superintendent: Sean Charles
E-Mail: seancharles@rhclub.org
Phone: (203) 869-6477

Responsibilities: Emphasis is placed on training the individual in: effectively running small crews, maintaining and operating a state of the art irrigation system, safe and proper chemical storage and application, course set up for tournament and weekend play, hand watering that coincides with championship playing conditions, and in-house project management.

About the Club: The bunkers and green compounds were restored to their original design by Tom Doak's firm, Renaissance Golf Design, in the fall of 2016. Upcoming projects include: fairway expansions, tree work, the relocation of the 10th tee complex, extensive fairway drainage and long range planning. The membership demands championship playing conditions on a daily basis but is willing to provide a substantial budget and the proper equipment inventory to achieve their goals. The membership is composed of a group of exceptional Greenwich based families that are appreciative, grounded and a pleasure to work for. The club sits on 210 acres and includes driving range/skeet range, indoor/outdoor tennis, squash, fitness center, and pool.